Games to get the
party started

CHEEKY FUN, courstesy of

PASS THE ICE CUBES
How to play
Pass the ice cube around a circle of people - mouth to mouth - and keep the
ice cube off the floor.
For 6 or more players
What you need to play: Ice Cubes
Rules:
a Everyone who wants to play and
gets in a circle.
a One person will start and put
an ice cube in their mouth.
a They will pass it to the next
person, into their mouth.
a Keep going round in the
circle until someone drops
the ice cube.
a When it is dropped, both the passer
and the reciever are out, and the circle gets smaller.
a The play continues with a new ice cube,
until only two players are left.

“Ken was an excellent addition to the hen do, serving
us wonderful cocktails and playing games with all the hens.
He was very entertaining!!”
Olivia
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FIND THE PLASTER GAME
How to play

Right lady’s and gents this his is your time to get up close and
personal with your butler...So warm up your hands and get
ready for the plaster game.
All you need is: Blindfold & Stickers or
Plasters
Rules:
a Place the blindfold over the first person’s
eyes and make sure there is no
cheating!
a Once blindfolded a different
member of the group can either be
really nice or a little bit naughty
(probably naughty) and they will
stick a sticker somewhere on the
butler’s body.
a It’s the blindfolded person’s job to try and find
the sticker as fast as they can.
a Get someone to time it so then you can
make a competition out of it. The person who takes the
longest will get a forfeit chosen by the butler.

Good luck!

If you have
two butlers you
can double the
fun and make
it into a
race!

“The guys were fantastic and everyone at the hen party had a
great time. They served us drinks, made cocktails for us and
came up with some games to ensure a great night.”
Laura
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MY DIRTY LITTLE SECRET
How to play
It’s time to dish the dirt and test the knowledge of someone on their friends and
family. This is a great game to get everyone laughing and find something out
about each other.
All you need is: Pens & Paper
Rules:
a The butler will go around the room and
ask everyone apart from the person
playing to secretly write down their
dirtiest naughtiest secret (the
naughtier the better!).
a Once all the secrets have been
gathered up it’s time to put on
your poker faces!
a One by one the secrets will be
read out and it’s the person who
is playing job to try and guess who
has done what.
a Forfeits will be given by the butler for incorrect
answers and dished out for correct answers.
a Remember what’s said in the room stays in the room!

“Very professional, highly entertaining and fantastic
eye candy for our hen ladies to enjoy their evening.
Would highly recommend!”
Tina
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DON’T SHOW YOUR TEETH
How to play
This is a quick fire word
association game.
As a group you will decide on
a topic e.g. things to do in
the bedroom.
You will then go around
one by one naming
something to do in the
bedroom, simple right?!
Not quite,
there are 3 Rules:
a No hesitation.
a No repetition.
a And most importantly don’t show your teeth.
If you hesitate, repeat a work that has already been said
or show your teeth then you are out the game and given
your forfeit.

Limber up them lips!

“We had such an awesome time.
Brad managed to keep 40 loud, happy women laughing
& entertained. Rave reviews & one happy Bride to be!”
Linzi
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Pass the Cucumber
How to play
All you need is:
Cucumbers
Rules:
a Split your group into two
teams, each team will
need to stand in a line.
a The person at the front
will start with the
cumber held between
their legs.
a The aim of the game is pass the cucumber
from one end of the line to the other but only holding
on to it using your legs.
a Once you get to the other end the person then needs to walk with
the cucumber between their legs to the start point and begin the process
again by the butler.
a The winners are the first ones to complete a full circulation.
a If you drop the cucumber you have to pass it back to the start, no cheating.

Good luck!

“Thank you to Dan and Rob. My sister had an amazing night
for her divorce party! The lads were great and were up for games
and were on hand to help with anything we needed. Lovely guys!”
Hayley
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